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Abstract: Multi Index hashing (MIH) is a method which divides long codes into substrings and hence builds multiple hash tables. But MIH method is based on assumptions that substrings are uniformly distributed. However, due to no uniform distribution the efficiency decreases. To overcome this factor, Data Oriented Multi Index Hashing (DOMIH) is proposed. DOMIH method correlates bits of code and using Naïve Bayes classifier, multiple hash tables are built with uniform distributions of codes. Using Fast Condensed Nearest Neighbor, the compilation of cluster on the basis of statistical properties, the retrieval of data can be obtained quickly as compared to KNN Method. Also by usage of Support Vector Machine (SVM) misclassification of training data points near to decision boundary of binary classifier are avoided. Using FCNN rule, the search and retrieval efficiency can be increase up to 25% - 27%.

1. Introduction

Nearest neighbour is simple classifier which treats each instance in training set as exemplar it expects that train instances should not have , two very similar instances belonging to different classes nearest neighbour classifier has low bias and high variance performance of nearest neighbour classifier is not good if input instance space has many features i.e. curse of dimensionality. This model uses spaces calculated in cartesian coordinate system number of dimensions in cartesian coordinate system is equal to no of features no of dimension can be reduce by using sophisticated method called as feature selection and principle component analysis. The simplest method of nearest neighbour classification is FCNN classification.

Although binary codes can be directly used as indices of the hash tables, correlations between the bits may lead to non-uniform codes distribution and reduce the performance of the hash table. Experiments conducted on a huge amount of binary codes extracted from the UK Bench dataset show that our method can achieve significant acceleration in searching speed for large scale dataset. DOMIH method has three major differences between MIH. Firstly, training set is built to compute the correlations using Naive bayes between bits of the codes and learn an adaptive projection vector for each substring. Then, instead of using binary substrings as direct indices into a hash table, project the substrings with corresponding projection vectors to generate new indices. With adaptive projection, the indices in each hash table of DOMIH are more near uniformly distributed than that in MIH. So it handles the non-uniform distribution problem to some extent. By assigning different bit level weights to different bits, the returned binary codes are ranked at a finer-grained binary code level.

By applying FCNN, condensed subsets with instances close to the decision boundary are obtained. The main objective of this approach is to improve the performance of the classification by boosting the quality of the training-set. The experimental results on several standard classification databases illustrated the power of the proposed method. In comparison to previous approaches which select prototypes randomly, training with High Power Prototype performs better in terms of classification accuracy.

2. Existing Methodology

Previous HR Management system which handles the process of recruitment of freshers’s passed of number of paper based work. Maintenance of these paper was complex and the track of the procedure was proved to be very difficult. Hence, new system was developed which will handle all the activities including the database and the track record of the procedure. The proposed system based on the concept of machine learning used SVM techniques to analyses the datasets provided and accordingly will work to present a required output. Existing system used MIH method to retrieve the data from the database which consumed a large period of time thus decreasing the efficiency. However, MIH is based on the assumption that the codes in the dataset are distributed uniformly. Actually, the codes are not uniformly distributed, especially for the multimedia data. Besides, there are a lot of data items sharing
the same Hamming space to a query and the ranking of these data items is ambiguous. So MIH has three shortcomings:

1) For the candidate buckets in the multi-hash tables, if they have too many items, then there are too many candidate codes need checking for validity. So it costs much time for candidate codes checking.

2) For the candidate buckets in the multi-hash tables, if they have too few items, then in search process the value of needs set to be large enough to ensure that enough exact near neighbors are found. So it costs much time for index lookups.

3) For the applications, such as image retrieval and computer vision, where ranking of data items is important, MIH cannot distinguish the binary code sharing the same Hamming space to the query. Also MIH method consider only the problem of searching for keys, and thus cannot capture the relevance of the documents stored in the system.

This common problem with existing traditional distributed hash table is done because they usually ignore the information retrieval algorithms, and thereby rely on keyword based searches.

3. Scope

Data reduction is one of the most important problems for work with huge data sets. Usually, only some of the data points are needed for accurate classification. Those data are called the prototypes and can be found as follows:

Select the class-outliers, that is, training data that are classified incorrectly by k-NN (for a given k)

Separate the rest of the data into two sets:

(i) The prototypes that are used for the classification decisions and

(ii) The absorbed points that can be correctly classified by k-NN using prototypes. The absorbed points can then be removed from the training set.

Fast Condensed nearest neighbor (FCNN, the Hart algorithm) is an algorithm designed to reduce the data set for k-NN classification. It selects the set of prototypes U from the training data, such that 1NN with U can classify the examples almost as accurately as 1NN does with the whole data set. Three types of points: prototypes, class-outliers, and absorbed points.

Given a training set X, CNN works iteratively:

1. Scan all elements of X, looking for an element x whose nearest samples from U has a different label than x.
2. Remove x from X and add it to U
3. Repeat the scan until no more samples are added to U.

Use U instead of X for classification. It is efficient to scan the training examples in order of decreasing border ratio. The border ratio of a training example x is defined as

$$a(x) = \frac{|x - y|}{|x - y'|}$$

where $|x-y|$ is the space to the closest example $y$ having a different color than x, and $|x'-y|$ is the space from y to its closest example $x'$ with the same label as x.

4. Motivation

A novel algorithm for the calculation of a training set of a regularly occurring subset for the NN rule is presented. The algorithm, i.e Fast CNN rule works as follows. First, the constant subset $S$ is initialized to the centers 1 of the classes contained in the training set $T$. Then, during each variation of the algorithm, for each point $p$ in $S$, a point $q$ of $T$ belonging to the Voronoi cell of $p$, but having a different class label, is selected and added to $S$. The algorithm stops when no further point can be added to $S$, i.e. when $T$ is correctly classified using $S$. Despite being quite simple, the FCNN rule has some desirable properties. Indeed, it is order not dependent, has sub quadratic time complexity, requires few variations to converge, and it is likely to select points very close to the decision location.
The contribution of work can be summarized as follows.
1. Fast condensed nearest neighbor (FCNN) rule, is proposed for the calculation of a training set constant subset for the nearest neighbor rule.
2. The Fast condensed nearest neighbor (FCNN) rule has
   i) Given a set S of points having the same class label, the center of S is the point of S which is nearest to the geometrical center of S.
   ii) The Voronoi cell of point \( p \in S \) is the set of all points that are closer to \( p \) than to any other point in S. worst case sub-quadratic time requirements, and describes an implementation exploiting the triangular in-equality that sensibly reduces the worst case calculation cost.
   iii) comparing the FCNN rule with state of the art competence preservation algorithms on large and high dimensional training sets, showing that the Fast condensed nearest neighbor rule out performs existing methods interns of learning speed and learning scaling behavior, and in terms of size of the model, while it guarantee a comparable future invention correctness.

5. Issues in Existing Methodology

The main disadvantage of DOMIH is that the algorithm must calculate the space and sort all the training data at each future invention, which can be slow if there are a large number of training examples. Another disadvantage of this approach is that the algorithm does not learn anything from the training data, which can result in the algorithm not generalizing well and also not being strong to clamorous data. Further, changing K can change the resulting future evented class label. The K-nearest neighbor classification rule (KNN) proposed by T. M. Cover and P. E. Hart, is a powerful classification method that allows an almost in fallible separation of an unknown sample through a set of training samples. It is widely used in pattern recognition text categorization, object recognition and event recognition applications. An prevent consequence of large sets of prototypes is the calculation time implied by this research problem. The databases, used in some areas such as intrusion detection, are constantly and dynamically updated.

This constitutes one of the main in conveniences of the nearest neighbor classification rule. Another important in convenience comes from the fact that the training prototypes can contain clamorous or mislabeled models that may affect the results and distort them. The scientific community has tackled these problems and proposed a selection of prototypes which could modify an initial set of prototypes by reducing its size in order to improve the separation performance.

6. Proposed System

Binary present again for large scale nearest neighbor search received more and more concern recently. Although binary codes can be directly used as indices of the hash tables, comparable between the bits may lead to non-uniform codes distribution and reduce the performance of the hash table. In this paper, we propose a data driven multi-index hashing method for exact nearest neighbour search in Hamming space. By exploring a quantity calculated from the data in sample properties of the dataset, we can separate the correlated bits into different segments during the procedure of building multiple hash tables, and thus make binary codes distributed as uniformly as possible in each hash table. Experiments conducted on a large amount of binary codes extracted from the UK Bench dataset show that our method can achieve significant acceleration in searching speed for large scale dataset. This Application is developed for Recruiting Process; we have divided this application in three STAGEs.

STAGE I

Functional Head receive the MPR forms regarding application for various job profiles. Functional Head send these MPR forms to the Head of Department or Managing Director for the approval of MPR forms. MD or HOD approves the MPR form for specified job designation and sends back to the HR for further process. In case the forms are rejected, they are returned back to the Functional Head. When the accepted forms are handed over to HR, then department will assign reasonable salary to the specified job designation. This process is done by comparing the salaries between the employee staff. If a person needs to apply for other job designation, he can apply for the post internally using IJP (Internal Job Posting). If the application is accepted then the job position gets closed and the selected employee gets transferred. If any candidate is unavailable for position then HR needs to search for Profiles which are externally referred by using External Job Posting or internal resume database. If no candidate is referred through internal database then various process such as Searching profiles through Job Portals, Hiring Consultants, Campus Placement or advertisement.

STAGE II:-

Various Resume from different sources are received by HR. These Resumes are internally screened and selected Resume are further sent for next approval. Canceled Resume are sent out and care is taken that they remain in the database for further references. first interviews are arranged by HR coordinators along with Hiring Manager for selection of candidates. Those candidates who successfully clear the preliminary interview need to fill-up the
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Interview Assessment Form. Second interview for selected candidates are examined by HOD and final candidates are shortlisted and recommended to HR. If any candidate is selected for higher position, interview is supervised by Management Director and selected candidate is again recommended to Head Of Department. Rejected candidate by MD are removed from database.

STAGE III:-

Selected candidates undergo the final interview conducted by HR and salaries are negotiated. If any candidate decline the salary offer then those candidates are hold on a standby and again the process of interview by HR are taken, provided vacancies are available. If any candidate accept the offer the position for particular designation gets closed and HR issues the offer letter and provide approximate date of joining. HR informs the concerned Functional head regarding the joining date of particular candidate for specified job designation. HR send mail to IT and concern Department head for Email id creation, allotment and procurement of computer for selected candidate appointed for particular post. On the date of joining, candidate undergoes the procedure of medical check-up and report gets submitted to Functional Head. Now all the procedure of joining, detailed appointment and Buddy letter are issued by the Functional Head.

7. Related Work

The algorithm for the Fast Condensed nearest neighbour rule can be described as follows:
1. Copy the first sample (T1) in the training set to the minimal subset (M1).
2) Classify the next sample in the training set using the samples in the minimal subset (M). 3) If the classification is correct, repeat step 2 until all the samples are classified correctly. If all samples are classified correctly, STOP 4. If the classification is incorrect, copy the incorrectly classified sample Ti to the minimal subset M and restart the classification process from 2.

Online learning method:
On-line learning works in iteration. If there are T training data points then online learning algorithm follows T number of iteration. In some iteration t, tth data point feature vector X_t is given as input. Current learning model say h_t is used to future event Yi as Y_t = h_t(X_t)
5. Observe correct value Yi associated with X_t from input training data
6. Check for error.
   If Y_t = Yi then h_{t+1} = h_t
   Else //in case of error
8. h_{t+2} = updated h_t which improves error for X_t

8 Methodologies

FCNN Method:
Fast retrieval of data from the dataset is essential and is done by using Fast condensed near test neighbour method. The method can be described as follows.
S = ∅;
ΔS = Centers(T);
while ΔS ≠ ∅ do
S = S U ΔS;
ΔS = ∅;
For each (P ∈ S)
ΔS = ΔS U [rep(p.Vcore(p.S,T))];
} Return(S);

9 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Data oriented multi index hashing technique possess a simple architecture which consist of data sets which are in non-uniform distribution. Using support vector machine, the random datasets can be trained to result in a perfect uniform distributed training set. This training set is projected with the help of PCA (Principle Component analysis) in vector indices. This indices form to be the serial communication between the hash tables indices and the projection vectors of training set. When a particular query is fired to retrieve the data from the dataset these projection vectors are directed to the indices of the hash tables and the correlation between the matrices is maintained. Along with the projection the hash tables are assigned and ranked in a proper sequence and hence there is no random distribution of hash tables which result in increased search efficiency.

The training set build is used to compute the correlations between bits of codes and machine learning algorithm helps to learn the adaptive projection vectors for each substring. The binary substrings are directed to the indices of hash tables and generate new indices.

With adaptive projection, the indices (data items) in each hash table of DOMIH are more near uniformly distributed than that in MIH. The proposed system handles the non-uniform distribution problem not fully but to a certain limit. Finally, a ranking method for the binary codes with the covariance matrix is used to rank the hash tables in a sequence. By assigning different bit level weights to different bits, the returned binary codes are rank data fine-grained binary code level.

The bits of code which correlates the projection vector with the indices of the hash tables are built on the basis of Navies bayser classifier. This algorithm is used to classify an observation in more than or equal to 2 classes. Navies bayser classifier also finds probability at which an observation may belong to certain class.

Navies bayser classifier can be used for classification of categorical data. The uniform distribution of dataset are categorized on the basis of nearest cluster and ranking method so as to output a proper sequence of data. For particular retrieval of data (resume of candidates) are categorized on the basis of knowledge skills. For the retrieval process and sequence output Navies bayser classifier can be implemented. Support vector machines is used for to classification in 2 classes say +1, -1. Support vector machine algorithm sets boundary to the dataset to form the clusters on the basis of nearest neighbour algorithm. The no uniformly distributed data is given specific boundary points or margin so that each data from the data set can be classified in proposed category and with the help of FCNN rule the dataset gets combined in various clusters.

1. SVM(Support Vector Machine) method:

For correct classification of mis-classified data, there are two options:
1) get a new classifier
2) use margin classifier i.e. classifier that has some margin

The classifier shown in figure is a margin classifier called as Support vector machine(SVM), which avoids introduction of another classifier because of mis classification of some training data points near to decision boundary of binaryu binary classifier.

Ideally this margin is expected to be maximum, so SVM is also called as maximum margin classifier. Training data points(input vectors) which are nearest to classifier are called as support vector and hence this maximum classifier is named as support vector machine. Decision boundary of support vector machine is given as t=w.x

Where t=some there hold according to which input instances is classified to class {+1,-1}. Mathematically, margin of SVM is given as \( \frac{1}{\text{margin}} \) which is (the smallest) space of support vector from decision boundary measured in the direction of w.

Note that W is the weight vector perpendicular to t=w.x.

Note that for all feature vector \( x_i \) belonging to positive class,

\[
x_i = w \cdot x_i + m
\]
Similarly for all feature vector $X_i$ belonging to negative class,
$$t_i = w \cdot x_i - m$$
Target of SVM is to maximise sum of positive margin and negative margin. This can be mathematically given as
\[
\text{Maximize } (\tau^+ + m)
\]
\[
\text{Maximize } \frac{\tau_+}{\tau_{+1}}
\]
\[
\text{Maximize } \tau^+
\]

2. Triangle Inequality: The algorithm is used to reduce the number of calculations space memory storage by decreasing training dataset which are not close to the test sample.
   The algorithm can be described as follows:
   Calculate the space between each training pixel to the other
   If there are n samples, this would mean space calculations.
   For each test sample
   i) Calculate the space from the first training sample as $d_n$. This would be the current minimum space.
   ii) Calculate the space from the second training sample ($p$) as $d_p$.
   iii) If $d_p < d_n$ assign $d_n = d_p$
   iv) For each remaining training sample ($c$) if space between the sample $c$ and sample $p$ measured as $d_{cp}$ meets $d_p - d_n < d_{cp} < d_p + d_n$
   Calculate space from test sample to the sample $c$ as $d_p$ if $d_p < d_n$,
   Assign: $d_n = d_p$
   Else, skip this training sample.
   Stop if there are no more training samples

3. FCNN Algorithm:
   1. Go through the training set, removing each point in turn, and checking whether it is recognised as the correct class or not
      I. If it is, then put it back in the set
      II. If not, then it is an outlier, and should not be put back
   2. Make a new database, and add a random point.
   3. Pick any point from the original set, and see if it is recognized as the correct class based on the points in the new database, using kNN with $k = 1$
      I. If it is, then it is an absorbed point, and can be left out of the new database
      II. If not, then it should be removed from the original set, and added to the new database of prototypes
   4. Proceed through the original set like this

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until no new prototypes are added

The algorithm FCNN rule (i) terminates in a finite time, (ii) computes a training set constant subset, and (iii) is order not dependent.
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CONCLUSION

We have introduced a data-oriented multi-index hashing method to solve the problems of the state-of-the-art methods efficiency losing in handling non-uniformly distributed codes and without ranking for accurate search. The observed superior learning speed of the new method is substantiated by the learning behavior comparison. This work can be extended in several ways, e.g., studying the impact of different metrics on the FCNNN rule, and the acts of FCNN-based hybrid process.
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